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Abstract- Bots are maliciously intelligent machines that are working silently by affecting more machines in network with 

malicious software. These infected machines responsible for information stealing to slow down or shut down of whole 

system. These machines are controlled and operated by Botmaster and, Command and Control server. Many researchers 

rely on detecting bots based on communication traffic and the underlying architecture. With the growth of fast flux 

technology the need of bot detection system for randomized Command & Control traffic required. This paper proposes 

an algorithm based on DNSRR(Domain Name Server Resource Record) queries. The proposed algorithm tested with 

various datasets. The results are very encouraging.      
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are various malicious software’s exists that can damage systems and eavesdrop the information inside them. 

Botnet are known as one of the most serious infected software attack today [1, 2]. Botnet is a network of infected 

systems known as zombie or bot. Botnet is different from various other malwares because it controlled by Command 

& Control channel. C & C is controlled by Botmaster. Botmaster control all activities performed by the bots in the 

network. It issues commands to bots for performing malicious activity in the network like information theft, email 

spam, clicking fraud, DDoS, etc. Botnet architecture evolving over years. Initially, Bot programs were designed as 

clients which in turn communicate with servers. Using this architecture the Botmaster perform all control from a 

remote server. This uses Internet Relay channels, networks, domains. This traditional approach is having drawback 

of single point of failure and detection. Now in the recent architecture many botnet are based on P2P architecture. In 

the P2P model bots are performing the same activities as in traditional architecture but they do not require a central 

server for communication. In this architecture all Bot machines work as command and communication server and a 

client also which perform malicious activities as per commands.  Botnet have power to change their C&C content, 

protocols and C & C servers. This feature of Botnet is known as FastFlux. This fastflux characteristics of botnet 

made them more difficult to detect. Challenges in detecting Bots in network traffic are described in Table 1:  

 

Table 1 - challenges in detecting bots in network traffic. 

Challenges 

C & C communication based on underlying protocol 

C & C communication traffic is similar to normal 

traffic 

C & C communication is encrypted 

There may be less number of Bot communication in 

the network 

C & C servers changing properties over time 

With these above discussed challenges we observed that due to C & C malicious commands, Bots activities are 

synchronized and having correlation and similarity. For example: the bots will execute the same command for 

obtaining system information or scanning the network, then sending information to C & C server as a report. The 

reports or results are also same in structure because it’s all preprogrammed and predesigned. This synchronized and 

correlated nature of bot activities motivated us to design a system for identifying C & C server and Bots present in 

the network. As compared to botnet network traffic, normal network traffic are unlikely to have similar or 

synchronized behavior. The advantages of our algorithms include: (1) they do not require prior knowledge of C&C 

servers or content signatures, (2) they are able to detect encrypted C&C, (3) they do not require a large number of 

bots to be present in the monitored network, and may even be able to detect a botnet with just a single member in the 

monitored network in some cases, (4) they have bounded false positive and false negative rates, and do not require a 

large number of C&C communication packets. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Botnet:  

It is a network of Bots. Bots are zombies or infected machines which can execute malicious program automatically 

and according to the commands given by server machine which is controlling all operations. These execution require 

no human interaction. The network of Bots designed for attacking any system or in order to add new Bots in the 

network. The server which is controlling the network is known as Botmaster. Difference controlling techniques used 

by botmaster for managing network of Bots. The two main important techniques are the protocol and the commands 

used for controlling Bots. There are two kinds of network architectures: centralized and decentralized network. As 

shown in Fig. 1 (a), centralized network commonly all bots are connected to central server. Decentralize networks 

based on P2P communication architecture, this is shown in Fig. 1(b).  

 
Fig. 1 - (a) centralized; (b) decentralized 

Type of Botnet based on C & C communication network channel: 

A network of bots controlled by botmaster. The two main componets of botnet: C & C channel which uses 

underlying protocol for communication [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].. The zombie or infected host machines for automatic 

execution of malicious activities. Table 2 explain the hierarchy of botnet components.  

Table 2 – Hierarchy of botnet components. 

Type 

of 

Botnet 

C&C 

Protocol / 

Channel 

Structure Strength Weakness Examples 

IRC IRC [8] Centralized Communic

ation with 

low 

latency, 

Real time 

control 

over bots, 

flexible 

Each bot must know the IRC 

server, port, and channel to be 

of any use to the botnet, with 

detection of IRC server, the 

entire botnet can be detected 

and collapsed [9,10] 

Spybot, 

Agobot, 

GTbot, 

SDbot, 

etc. 

HTTP HTTP Centralized The 

communic

ation 

between 

bots use 

normal 

HTTP 

traffic so 

difficult to 

detect 

presence of 

bot 

No real time control over 

bots, if web server will be 

shutdown entire botnet will 

be collapsed [2] 

Clickbot, 

Bobax, 

etc. 

P2P Peer to Peer 

communicati

on, Self-

defined 

Decentraliz

ed 

No single 

point of 

failure, 

robust 

Communication with high 

latency[11] 

Nugache, 

Storm, 

etc., 
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2.2 Botnet Lifecycle and Botmaster Activities: 

Botnets can come in different sizes or structures but, in general, they go through the same stages in their lifecycle 

[12, 13]. Figure 2 depicts the general view of a botnet lifecycle.  

 
Fig. 2 - Botnet life cycle 

 

The first phase of botnet lifecycle is infection and propagation phase.  The botmaster uses different infection 

mechanism to infect new host in the network. Second phase of botnet lifecycle is Rallying. New infected host 

machines joined the army of bots by contacting C & C server [8]. In this phase infected machines receives C & C 

servers IP address and port for further communication [9]. The Commands and Reports phase third and important 

phase of botnet lifcycle. During this phase bots are receiving commands from C & C servers. After executing 

malicious activities the result are reported back to C & C server [4, 6].  The final phase is collapsed. This phase exist 

when bot is detected in network, communication between bots is detected or Botmaster is detected. Due to this 

whole botnet is collapsed. 

 

2.3 Comparative analysis of botnet detection techniques: 

There is a need to quantify the presence of botnet, and defense techniques designed for botnet attacks. There are 

number of detection solution proposed by many researchers. The detection solution can be classified into active and 

passive detection technique. The honeynet project [4, 18] was one of the most used solution. Number of researchers 

[2, 6, 7, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] discussed the implementation of honeynets for tracking and understanding 

characteristics of botnets. Honeynets based solution is not effective for detecting botnets. The passive technique 

used for overcome the disadvantage of active solution. In passive solution network traffic monitored and analyzed 

on various parameters for identification of botnet present in the network.  Table 3 describes the categories of various 

passive solution. 

Table 3- categories of passive botnet detection techniques. 

Technique Parameters/ 

characteristics 

used 

Strength Weakness Examples 

Signature 

based 

Known signature 

and behavior of 

existing botnets 

Identification 

known botnets, low 

false positive rate 

for known 

signatures 

identification unknown 

bots 

Snort[24] 
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Anomaly 

based  

Based on high 

network latency, 

volume traffic, 

traffic on 

unusual ports, 

unusual behavior 

Identification 

known and 

unknown botnets 

the presence of botnet that 

have not been used for 

attack  

Binkley & Singh 

[25], karasaridis 

[12], Botsniffer [26] 

DNS based  By monitoring 

and analyzing 

DNS traffic 

anomalies 

Botnet tracking and 

measurement 

High processing time 

required for monitoring 

high scale of network 

Dagoen [27], 

Kristoff [28], 

Schonewille & Van 

[29], 

Ramchandranan [30] 

Mining 

based 

Machine 

learning, 

classification 

and Clustering of 

network traffic 

Low false positive 

rate, real world 

botenet detection 

regardless of 

protocol structure 

and architecture  

Encrypted botnet traffic 

cannot be identified 

Geoble & Holz [31]. 

Strayer [32], Masud 

[33], Botminer [34] 

 

The comparison based on important parameters which includes: detection of unknown bots, botnet detection 

regardless of botnet protocol and structure, and botnets with encrypted C&C channels, real-time detection, and false 

positive rate. The signature based detection techniques not suitable for identification of unknown botnets. [15, 33, 

34] detection techniques are independent of botnet protocol and structure. [30] Technique suitable for real time 

detection of botnets. The [33, 34, 15] detection techniques independent of botnet protocol and structure. These 

techniques are also suitable for detection of encrypted botnet communication. All the above discussion summarized 

that machine learning based botnet detection techniques well suitable for real time detecting botnet regardless of 

protocol, structure, encrypted communication. 

 

2.4 Machine learning and its techniques: 

Machine learning enables system to self-study according to input data for solving certain problems [15, 16]. 

Machine learning can be broadly categorized into supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised leaning 

system will learn from labelled input data patterns to construct classifiers and then these classifiers are used to 

predict labels for new data. In unsupervised learning system will learn from analyzing the data characteristics for 

building classifier. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages and has its own application domain. For 

this paper, we are only discussing supervised learning techniques. We used k-nearest neighbor (kNN), decision tree, 

random forest, and Naive Bayes techniques for comparing results. 

 

III CHALLENGES WITH BOTNET DETECTION: 

3.1 Assembly Problem and Botmaster: 

In botnet attack the host machines in network infected with malicious code by spreading malicious emails, Click 

frauds, worms and other malicious ways. After creation of infected hosts the main challenge is to rallying the 

infected hosts. otmasters use DNS for rallying infected hosts in the network to make them portable and hidden. DNS 

is most widly used rallying method because most of the other rallying methods not suitable for providing portability 

to infected hosts.  

 

3.2 C&C Server Migration 

Botmaster manages number of command and control servers to avoid single point of failure and detection. All the 

command and control servers can be indexed in the command and control file and can maintain dynamic domain 

name server [15] for maintain automatic switvhing of IP address of command and control server. If in any case the 

main command and control fails the botmaster switch to other command and control server and botnet will not be 

affected. To avoid detection by intrusion detection systems botmaster instructing bots to shift or connect to other 

command control srver. The avoidance from detection also possible because botmaster controlling new infected 

software installation on bot machines at certain period, so there will be no stable footstep of bots which can be 

useful for detection of presence of bots in the network.  
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3.3 Features of C & C DNS 

Automatic switching of command and control server possible with the help of its domain name. The bots connect to 

command and server using its domain name. Domain name access from command and control file where the DNS of 

command and control servers indexed.  For accessing domain name server data the DNSRR (Domain name server 

resource record) query used. The result set of DNSRR query can be used by bots in various senarios.  

 

Table 6 lists few scenarios.  

 

SNo Scenario Detail 

1 DNS of C&C server at initial phase At the initial assemble phase of 

botnet, DNS of C&C server needed 

for creation of assembly of bots with 

C & C server 

2 DNS transmit during initiating bot 

activities 

For triggering bots for performing 

various malicious activities C & C 

server instructions are embedded in 

DNS transmit  

3 DNS of new C & C server Due to some failure or lost 

connection with C & C server, bots 

needs to be connected with other C 

& C server.  

 

3.4 Related work:  

Since the existence of botnet the researchers are working on bot detection techniques. Many researchers worked on 

network traffic analysis and bot signatures for developing bot detection technique. These techniques are appropriate 

for certain situations but not suitable for unknown or modified bots. Few bot detection proposed on the basis of bot 

behavior and traffic pattern analysis. Table 7 list discussed related research work for bot detection techniques. 

SNo Research Paper Work Limitation 

1 Jones [3] The technique used bot 

footprints for identification 

bots 

Possible to identify only 

known footprints 

2 Cooke [4] Proposed model based on 

structure of bots, 

monitoring IRC 

communication and C & C 

activity 

Not able to detect 

encrypted traffic  

3 Barford [5] Analysis of software used 

for infecting bots 

Identify only known 

specification of software  

4 Rajab [2] Analysis of structural and 

behavioral aspects of 

botnet 

Dependent on structure of 

botnet 

5 Dagon [6] Based on DNS traffic 

which include DNS 

request rate and DNS 

density 

Not able to identify 

poisoned DNS 

6 Binkley [9] Anomaly based technique 

for detecting IRC based 

botnet 

High false positive rate 

7 Ramachandran [10] Based on DNSBL (DNS 

Black List) reconnaissance 

activity of botmaster 

High false positive rate 

8 Hyumsang [11] Monitor DNS traffic to 

detect bots on the basis of 

group activity 

In case of DNS poisoning 

not able to work 
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By table 7 it clearly shows that many researchers proposed detection model based on Network traffic and Bot 

behavior monitoring. We discussed number of challenges in detecting bots in the network. Most of the proposed 

approaches not suitable or failed in case of encrypted traffic or poisoned DNS. In this paper we are proposing 

detection model based on DNSRR queries. DNS queries can be initiated from infected machines (bots) or normal 

machines (non-bot). The proposed model analyzes the DNSRR request from all the host machines in the network.  

Based upon the DNSBL the DNSRR query traffic classified and clustered based on centroid. The DNSRR query 

traffic classified as BotDNSRR query traffic and NonBotDNSRR query traffic. Table 8 discussed differences 

between BotDNSRR query traffic and NonBotDNSRR query traffic. 

 

Table 8:   difference between BotDNSRR query traffic and NonBotDNSRR query traffic 

 Timestamp and IP address 

accessed to C & C Domain 

name 

Bot activity structure DNSRR query type 

BotDNSRR query Only bots send queries to C 

& C domain server which 

normally fixed  and all bots 

sends request in group so 

easily identifiable.  

All the Bot machines 

connected in Botnet 

resembles similar 

behavior. In botnet all bot 

machines act and migrate 

together in group and at 

similar timestamp. 

Temporary and 

simultaneously. Use 

DDNSRR for C & C 

servers. 

NonBotDNSRR query The normal, authorized 

DNS queries triggered 

from NonBot machines and 

at random rate. 

All the NonBot machines 

behave in random fashion. 

Continuously and 

randomly. Do not use 

DDNSRR. 

 

IV DNSRR QUERY BASED BOT DETECTION SYSTEM: 

Unlike various other detection algorithms for bot, the proposed algorithm analyzes DNSRR queries in the network 

traffic and classify the queries initiated from bot machines. Based upon group and similar activities of bots this 

solution detect presence of bots in the network. The proposed algorithm not dependent on network traffic size and is 

able to detect group of bots in the network. In the proposed approach detection time is reduced by introducing 

inspect-BotDNSRR query step. The queries initiated from NonBoT machines are deleted from malicious list of 

domains. The proposed model work on the concept of classification and clustering based on BotDNSRR queries and 

NonBotDNSRR queries.  

 

4.1 working flow of the proposed model: 

Fig 3 shows the working model for the proposed solution. The flow is divided into training phase and testing phase. 

In training phase model is trained with machine learning algorithms for learning classification of Bot and NonBot 

initiated queries. In the training phase model is trained based on the difference features of BotDNSRR query and 

NonBotDNSRR query  

. In the testing phase classification of DNSRR query data will be done using previously trained classification model. 

The performance of trained model based upon the training dataset and features. If the training dataset is large and 

versatile the trained model perform accurately with low false positive rate.  

 

4.2 Proposed mathematical quations: 

The proposd model classifying network DNS traffic based on DNSRR query type. Any DNSRR query contains 

main 7 parameters: DNS, Source IP address, destination IP address, timestamp, domain name, start time, end time. 

This can be represented as following equation: 

 

, , , , , ,ip ipe s ef DNS s d TS DN t t features  
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Fig 3: Working flow of proposed model 

 

Variable Description 

Fe flow feature equation 

DNS Domain Name Server 

Sip Source IP address 

Dip Destination IP address 

TS Time Stamp 

Ts Start time 

Te End time 

DN Domain name 

 

In the network there will be other query request also present but this model ignore all other requests and only work 

on DNSRR query request. We define DNSRR query to be composed of size of the query data in bytes, direction ie 

host machine to DNS server, ts start time of the query, te end time of query, payload contains query data. Following 

equation represent the DNSRR query structure: 

 

, , , , ,e s eq dir size DN t t data structure  
 

  

Variable Description 

Qe Equation for DNSRR query structure 

Dir Direction of query 

size query size in bytes 

DN Domain name in query 

data Query data in DNSRR query 

Ts Start time 

Te End time 

 

4.3 Classification and clustering analysis: 

Cluster enables model to identify and combine similar DNSRR query requests. In proposed model we are using 

cluster because DNSRR queries are not equally static, we need to aggregate equal DNSRR queries to identify 

system sending similar DNS queries from same IP address. The clustering enables us to identify the insight into and 

measure the relationship between clusters of different bot families. Grouping similar DNSRR queries into clusters 

allows to decide centroid for each similar group and it help us to identify the presence of C & C server in the 

network. The clustering of bot groups generate effective presentation and it used as a training data.  

The query feature vector v(q) for creating clusters can be describes as per equations: 
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1 2 3( ) , , , ,......, ,kv q PT ql ql ql ql qlb queryvectorfeature  
  

 

Variable Description 

v(q) Feature vector of query 

Qlk DNS query length 

Qlb Number of bytes in query data 

PT protocol 

 

For training model we use k=16, upto the first 16 queries per flow. The distance function can be defined as d(u,v) 

for query feature v and u of different flow: 

 

( , ) (1/ ) ( , ) (1/ ) ( , ) (1/ ) ( , )DNS ql qbd u v W d u v W d u v W d u v  
   

Where weighting factor W will be considered as    

 
So we can arrive at following equations for distance equation dPT(u,v) between feature v and u: 

 (1) 

With z being the minimum number of queries in the u and v flow then distance equation dql(u,v):  

 
The distance equation for query data size dqb(u,v): 

   
            

In the above described distance functions for d(u,v), dPT(u,v), dql(u,v), dqb(u,v) weigh with equal weightage. If 

both u and v are DNS query then W will be considered as 3 else weigh 2 will be considered. In distance equation 1 

will limit the output range from 0 to 1. In this model we used variables in DNS queries. The model will produce 

results between DNS query from same bot group (0.0) or completely different group (1.0). 

 

V EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS: 

For evaluating effectiveness of proposed methodology, we have tested the proposed approach on various data sets. 

The proposed detection approach executed on a number of DNS traffic data sets. We have seen that proposed 

methodology able to detect bots with low false positive rate. The system also detected migrated Command and 

Control server also. This proposed methodology capable of detecting bots independently from botnet architecture, 

underlying communication traffic. Figure 7, 8 shows the results obtained after testing the proposed approach on 

datasets. 

 
Figure 7: Bot Detection after migrated Command and Control server, Figure 8: similarity plot for Domain name 
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VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

Botnet is the one of the highest risk for cyber security. We proposed an algorithm to detect bots using DNSRR 

queries. The proposed algorithm tested on various datasets. The proposed systems able to detect bots effectively 

without concerning underlying architecture and communication traffic pattern. In future we are trying this proposed 

approach with simulated environment or testbed. This proposed system is having limitation of offline detection of 

bots. Future work can be done to extend this approach for real time detection of bots using DNSRR queries. 
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